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Daily challenges through Lent to help you 

think, act and pray for God's creation

A  SLOW  LENT  CHALLENGE

FROM  THE

MANCHESTER  AND  STOCKPORT

METHODIST  DISTR ICT

I n t roduct ion

God’s creation is groaning under our stewardship and

modern life is lived at breakneck speed. 

 

Thank you for taking time to explore Slow Down, Save

The Planet, the Manchester & Stockport Methodist

District Slow Lent challenge. 

 

By slowing down and taking stock each day in Lent we

aim to help you think, act and pray for God’s creation.

For each day you will find an activity to encourage you

to take stock of your response to the Climate Emergency

we find ourselves in. One day you may be asked to pray,

on another to take a small action, on another to reflect

or on another to involve yourself in a campaign.

 

However, God’s creation is not just for Lent, the aim is

that the activities become habit-forming and lead onto

other ways to live as good stewards beyond lent.

 

To start read ahead through the challenges as some may

need planning e.g. booking onto a quiet day. Others can

be more spontaneous or reflective.

 

To save paper (and the planet!) many resources are

available online. We recognise that not everyone has

access to the internet but hope that within Church

communities’ people will be able to share access via

tablets etc or printing out copies where needed.

 

Thanks for taking time, slowing down and loving God’s

global gift.



Wednesday  26th  Februa ry

It's Ash Wednesday - Attend an Ash Wednesday service

at a local church.

Thur sday  27 th  Februa ry

Look ahead through the activities and book into a Quiet

Day or event.

F r iday  28th  Februa ry  -  Re f l ec t

Read Luke chapter 13 verses 6 - 9, then read the

reflection 'Let Alone For One More Year' at the end of

this booklet.

Satu rday  29th  Februa ry

It's Leap Day! Try eating only Vegetarian or Vegan

meals today to celebrate lambs leaping.

Sunday  1 s t  March  -  Feas t

Invite others to share a meal with you.



Monday  2nd  March

Turn off and unplug all unused power sockets, thinking

especially about devicies on standby and phone

chargers.

Tuesday  3 rd  March  -  Di scove r

Find out more about the work of Christian Aid,

particularly their work tackling climate change.

 

www.christianaid.org.uk/campaigns/climate-change-

campaign

Wednesday  4th  March

Turn your heating down by 1 degree.

 

Over a year, this could save you 10% on your energy bills

and reduce your carbon emissions.

Thur sday  5 th  March  -  Praye r

Pray a prayer of Thanksgiving for Creation.

 

If you'd like help, you can find a prayer at

www.slowdownsavetheplanet.co.uk/thanksgiving

F r iday  6th  March

Read Matthew chapter 19 verses 13 - 15, then read 

the reflection 'A Little Child Will Lead Them' at the 

end of this booklet.

Satu rday  7 th  March

Today is The Joint Public Issues Team Conference

- Renewal and Rebellion

Book a ticket to attend

(www.jointpublicissues.org.uk/conference2020). 

If you can't make it, watch the live stream or pray

for those attending.

Sunday  8th  March -  Feas t

Enjoy some time today in a green space, it could

be your garden, a local park or go out into the

countryside.



Monday  9th  March

Take time to go to a local coffee shop and drink in

rather than take away.

Tuesday  10 th  March  -  Re f l ec t

Read Luke chapter 15 verses 11 - 32, then read the

reflection 'The Prodigal Son - A Retelling' at the end of

this booklet.

Wednesday  1 1 th  March  -  Di scove r

Find out more about Operation Noah.

 

www.operationnoah.org

Thur sday  1 2 th  March

Look at the cleaning products you use - could you

find more eco-friendly ones? Or ones that use less

single-use plastic?

Satu rday  1 4 th  March

Make a Bug Hotel.

 

Workshop will be run at The Chapel in the Fields

(www.chapelinthefields.org.uk) at 10am, 12noon 

and 2pm. Email tcitf15@gmail.com to book.

Sunday  1 5 th  March -  Feas t

Prepare all today's meals from locally sourced

produce.

F r iday  1 3 th  March  -  Pray

Pray a prayer for the whole world to commit to

caring for Creation.

 

If you'd like help, you can find a prayer at

www.slowdownsavetheplanet.co.uk/commit



Monday  16 th  March  -Di scove r

Find out more about Friends of the Earth.

 

www.friendsoftheearth.uk/climate-change

Tuesday  1 7 th  March

Don't use your car today - go by foot or use public

transport.

Wednesday  18 th  March  -  Praye r

Pray a prayer for Climate Refugees.

 

If you'd like help, you can find a prayer at

www.slowdownsavetheplanet.co.uk/climate-refugees

Thur sday  19 th  March

Go litter picking - fill a bag from local streets. See if you

can recycle any.

F r iday  20th  March  -  Re f l ec t

Read John chapter 19 verses 26 - 27, then read the

reflection 'Jesus says 'I Thirst'' at the end of this 

booklet.

Satu rday  2 1 s t  March

Plant a tree or shrub in a garden.

Sunday  22nd  March -  Feas t

It's Mothering Sunday - give someone Fairtrade

Chocolate.



Monday  23 rd  March

Research a renewable energy supplier for your home

and/or church.

Tuesday  24th  March  -  Re f l ec t

Read Genesis chapter 1, then read the reflection 'Created

for Relationships' at the end of this booklet.

Wednesday  25 th  March

Have a clear out - take one bag of unwanted items to a

charity shop.

Thur sday  26th  March

It's Manchester & Stockport Presbyteral Synod -

Challenge your minister to go by Public Transport

or car share.

Satu rday  28th  March

Attend the Quiet Day at The Chapel in the Fields

(www.chapelinthefields.org.uk). To book email

tcitf15@gmail.com

If you can't attend, spend an hour in silent

reflection at home.

Sunday  29th  March -  Feas t

It's Passion Sunday - Spend the afternoon reading

a book.

F r iday  27 th  March  -  Di scove r

Find out more about the work of Greenpeace.

 

www.greenpeace.org.uk/challenges/climate-change



Monday  30th  March

Buy something that is second-hand.

Tuesday  3 1 s t  March  -  Re f l ec t

Read Mark chapter 6 verses 31 - 44, then read the

reflection 'The Bread of Life and the Breadless Life' at

the end of this booklet.

Wednesday  1 s t  Apr i l  -  Di scove r

Find out more about the work of Christian Climate

Action.

 

www.christianclimateaction.org

Thurday  2nd  Apr i l

Look at how you can be an Ethical Consumer.

 

www.ethicalconsumer.org

Satu rday  4th  Apr i l

Plan for Walk to Church Sunday (which is on 10th

May) - promote it at your church.

Sunday  5 th  Apr i l  -  Feas t

It's Palm Sunday - plant some seeds for Spring.

F r iday  3 rd  Apr i l

Attend the Slow Down for Lent Open Mic evening

at The Chapel in the Fields . Book tickets at

www.slowdownsavetheplanet.co.uk/open-mic

 

If you can't make it, spend some time listening to

your favourite music.



Monday  6th  Apr i l

Contact the Candidates for the Greater Manchester

Mayor elections and/or local council elections (on May

7th) and ask them what their green policies are.

Tuesday  7 th  Apr i l  -  Re f l ec t

Read the reflection 'A Litergical Perspective on Climate

Change' at the end of this booklet.

Wednesday  8th  Apr i l  -  Praye r

Pray a prayer of repentance over your misuse of

Creation.

 

If you'd like help, you can find a prayer at

www.slowdownsavetheplanet.co.uk/repentance

Thur sday  9th  Apr i l

Today is Maundy Thursday - give some money to an

ecological charity of your choice.

Satu rday  1 1 th  Apr i l

Have the day off from Slow Lent challenges.

Sunday  1 2 th  Apr i l  -  Feas t

Celebrate Easter by giving someone a Real Easter

Egg.

 

www.meaningfulchocolate.co.uk/collections/real-

easter-egg

F r iday  10 th  Apr i l

It's Good Friday - reflect on how you could change

your habits following the actions you have taken

through the Slow Lent challenge.
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Reflections
of time and soil and a waste of employees working on her. So

he says to the gardener to ‘cut down the tree.’ This is exactly

the ideology of greed, to have more and more, to have profit

and to judge by those norms of profit, in this case the external

visible fruits of figs.

 

The Eco- Feminist Creed: 

There comes a common powerless gardener, who dares to

speak on behalf of the fruitless fig tree, appealing him for one

more year and one more opportunity to prove its credibility. It

is this employee gardener who spends lots of time with the

trees and the vines in the vineyard, and knows the worth of

each tree in the garden and befriends all of the trees with

whom he keeps working. The gardener does not join the owner

in judging it by its fruits, instead he assures the owner to take

extra effort, extra care, by digging  around and by putting

manure for her and appeals for yet another chance to affirm

her life. Cutting down the fig tree just because it does not bear

fruits is not an available option for the gardener. The gardener

wants to save life, affirm life and build a community of unity

and diversity seasoned with justice & peace. Probably,

according to the gardener, the fig tree would have been a

space of shade for him in that scorching sun, where he could

take some rest. Or the fig tree could have been a nesting place

for several birds in that vicinity, or the fig tree would have had

the strings of the vines tied to her, bearing the tension of those

grapes on the vines. The gardener developed a cherishing

relationship with the trees and the vines in the vineyard, and

cannot think of any tree being cut off for any reason, and

therefore the gardener’s creed was ‘do not cut down the tree.’

For cutting down the trees have both sociological and

ecological problems, and the small farmer very well recognises

this fact and pleads not to cut down the tree.

Let  i t  Alone  for  One  More
Year

Jesus as recorded in Luke 13: 6-9 narrates a parable about a fig

tree that continues not to bring forth fruits when the owner

comes searching for its fruits. After three years of thorough

inspection and waiting, the owner pronounces his judgement

to cut down such a tree with no fruits, for it even wastes the

soil. There comes the gardener, who pleads the owner to let it

stay for one more year, for he would give extra care and effort

and strive to bring fruit, and then takes a grace period of

extending the life of that tree by an year, ‘if it doesn’t yield fruit

even then, you can do as you want, to cut it down’, says the

gardener. Now I would like to attempt to re-read this parable

of Jesus from our own given context and try to decipher the

voice and position of God in this parable, and find implications

for us in our faith journey. 

 

The Economic-Corporate Greed: 

Here is an owner of the land, who planted a fig tree in his

vineyard. His understanding of a garden is to yield fruits all the

time, be it grapes or figs from his garden. When he kept

looking for fruits for three years from a lonely fig tree among

the vine groves, he kept judging the fig tree by its yield. He

wasn’t satisfied with the yield that comes from the vines in his

vineyard. He, like any other corporates gives a time period of

three years for the fig tree to produce its yield and prove its

mettle.  He believes that by only bearing fruits, a tree has

worth, if not, it ceases to be worthy. All he wanted to make was

profit from his garden, and therefore pronounces a judgement

that three years of waiting for fruits from the fig tree is a waste  
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The Encouraging Seed: 

We recognise the voice of God in the gardener, who counters

greed by affirming life, who doesn’t judge by mere fruits, but

seeks extra time and opportunity in preparing the tree to fruit.

Imagine, the owner who is all powerful could have easily

neglected the voice of the gardener or could have punished

the gardener for not listening to his command, yet the

gardener, who cares for every tree equally, whether it has fruits

or not, takes courage to speak to a person with power, risks his

life and employment and appeals to give him an opportunity

to prove life. We see an eco-feminist in this gardener, who

relates to all of the creation with equality and justice, and

wants all trees and plants to live and let other creatures live.

The gardener knowing the ill effects of cutting down the trees

prevents such a mishap by placing his life in a state of

jeopardy, in speaking back to the greedy owner. The eco-

feminist towards the end of the parable says, ‘if it bears fruit

next year, well and good; but if not, you can cut it down’, which

only shows that he is confident that the tree would bring fruits,

life of the fig tree would be affirmed in dignity by next year,

otherwise he wouldn’t have agreed to such a deal. The parable

is silent of what has happened the next year after all these

extra efforts of the gardener, but if we stretch our imagination,

two primary things could have happened. One, the owner

would have realised over the year that it is not always by fruits

that one needs to judge a tree, for he would have changed his

mind to acknowledge life in all forms in the creation and

recognises the worth of every creature as he or she comes

forth. There could have been a change of mind to the greedy

owner on recognising the extra efforts of the gardener. On the

other hand, the other possibility could have been to visualise

the fig tree filled with lots of amazing figs on her branches to

surprise the owner, and the owner would have realised how

mean he was in being judgemental on the tree and by wanting

to cut the tree.

Let us not be driven by values of greed and profit in our lives,

for affirming life in all its dignity to all of the creation is all

that matters in the journey of faith. Let us make a

commitment to participate in the struggles for justice of all

the victims of greed in our contexts. Let us pledge to give up,

overcome and defeat greed this Lent. 

Let us not judge creation and people merely from our own

perspectives try to look life in all its totality, wholeness and

fullness and learn to respect the equal worth of life in all

creatures of God. For justice is beyond borders. 

Make a commitment to befriend our creation, make them as

our kith and kin, stop cutting down trees, and be committed

to our environment and ecology. Rise and respond to the

needs of our creation. 

Explore God among the powerless and those among the

margins, for justice and peace comes from them to the

entire communities. For it is no longer ‘mission to the

margins’, but it is ‘mission from the margins’. 

Implications for us today:

At a time like this, when ecology is contaminated by human

greed and selfishness, Christian Public Witness is to affirm life,

support life, protect life and sustain life, life in all its fullness. 

 

 

The gospel need in the context of corporate greed to is to

affirm life in all its fullness and trying to explore and locate

God among those on the margins, specially the landless

labourers, small farmers, daily wage employees, un-seasoned

and off-seasoned workers etc. and continue to work for

community of peace and justice for all. May God, the farmer

who seeds God’s creation in all equality continue to inspire

each of us to channel peace, equality and justice to all of our

creation.

 

Rev Raj Patta is a presbyter in the United Stockport Circuit.
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All we need to do is listen and follow

It is the children leading the way who are bringing about

Heaven on Earth, making our planet better and saving us from

ourselves. We all have things to do to bring Heaven to Earth

and by slowing down and listening to what is often a prophetic

whisper in a loud and noisy world we can let children lead us

to save our planet and realise Heaven on Earth now. 

 

Each Incredible Child

Today we hear stories of incredible children who are speaking

out and making a difference. Greta Thunberg has become a

household name and is invited to speak to gatherings of world

leaders. Ongoing Climate strikes see large numbers of children

walking out of their schools to publically demand change.

These are major things calling for adults to pay attention and

make structural changes. But it also the small voices of the

children all around us. I know the children in my church care

more about the planet than many other issues. They care about

plastic, recycling, the oceans and personally do what they can

to make the differences that are needed. 

 

So it is vital that we listen to, and follow the example, of

children “”because the Kingdom of Heaven belongs to such as

these.”

 

How can you ensure you are listening to the prophetic voice of

the young people in your  church, your life and your wider

community?

 

Rach Collins is a Local Preacher in the Ashton-under-Lyne

Circuit.

A L i t tle  Ch i l d  Will
Lead  Them ( I sa iah  1 1 : 6 )

Young people have often had a prophetic voice. Our Bible is

full of daring young people who stood up when adults could or

would not. Just think of David stepping up to fight a giant

using his shepherding skills, Samuel hearing God speak and

not being afraid to answer the call. Or there is Esther daring to

go before the King when she wasn’t called for and in doing so

preventing the slaughter of the Jews and Mary, saying yes to

becoming the mother of God.  So it should not come as a

surprise that when it comes to demanding action to tackle

climate change, it is young people who are leading the way.

 

Placing the Child in the Centre

We see Jesus placing the child in the centre in the well known

passage found in Matthew 19:14 where he says “Let the children

come to me and do not stop them, because the Kingdom of

Heaven belongs to such as these.”

 

The Kingdom of Heaven?

When we look at the Kingdom of Heaven we sometimes think

of a place far away that we only get to once we die. But what

about when we seek to find Heaven on earth? After all we

regularly pray in the Lord’s Prayer “your will be done on Earth

as it is in Heaven.” In Heaven God’s reign is whole and

complete, what we want is to see that on Earth too. 

 

Sometimes we catch glimpses of Heaven in the “thin” holy

places where God feels particularly close, in the power of the

ocean, the majesty of the mountain tops or the vastness of a

night’s sky. All of creation sings of God’s glory yet Earth is not

Heaven.  

 

So long as we aren’t doing what we can to save our planet,

God’s reign on Earth remains incomplete and we are failing the

children for whom Heaven, and the future of Earth belongs.
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Christian belief that the Creator has given stewardship over

this earth to humankind. How then is it possible that

humankind has so dramatically and systematically destroyed it

through misuse! 

 

It is widely accepted that the increases in storms and violent

events of nature which have been seen around the world in

recent times have their causes in human-made climate

change. This forces us to ask how, as humans, we need to live

in order to avoid having a negative impact on how nature and

the climate develop. Changes in the climate are not just an

environmental issue, they are a justice issue and an ethical

issue too. The developing world is suffering most, but it is the

developed world that has caused most of the damage. 

 

The ethical stance we choose to take in relation to climate

change will affect both our own lives and those of generations

to come. The actions we are prepared to take and those we do

not or will not take will have dramatic consequences for the

present and the future. Part of the problem of course is that we

can just about get away with thinking that it doesn’t affect us

here, in Europe, in the UK, in the Manchester & Stockport

District. Although many of us will know people in other parts of

the world whose lives have been affected by natural disasters. 

 

Yet the call-to-repentant action which is at the heart of the

story of the Prodigal Son is one which we can all respond to in

the choices we make and the decisions we take. In the

traditional story, the second son was angry that the first son

had squandered the gifts that his Father had given him. It is

easy to understand and relate to his anger. So what will it take

for us - the first son, The North - to come to our senses? For us

to fall before God and confess ‘Father, I have sinned against

heaven and before you; I am no longer worthy to be called your

child'?

 

Rev David Hardman is the Superintendent minister in the Hyde

& Denton Circuit.

The  Prod igal  Son
A retell i ng

The story of the so-called Prodigal Son is a story we think we

know so well! But what if we look at the story in a slightly

different way? The Father in this version of the story is God (as

per the traditional interpretation) but in this telling, God’s two

offspring are The North and The South… 

 

The North came to God and asked for their share of the

inheritance. God gave it to them and The North used the

resources they had been given to develop, burning fossil fuels

to meet the demand for energy. Markets flourished and more

and more goods were produced to satisfy demand. Advertising

was invented to create even more demand and for a while the

dream of a better life was sustained by The North’s belief that

they could buy happiness and fulfilment. 

 

Meanwhile The South continued at home with the Father and

lived as they had always lived before. As The North became

more and more hooked on the dream of development things

started to fall apart. Someone predicted that their fossil fuels

would soon run out. Then someone else brought forward

evidence that all The North’s activity had changed the climate.

All this started to niggle at The North’s conscience. For a while

The North was able to argue that it was just a natural cycle of

the Father’s resources that was occurring. However, as more

and more information was gathered the truth became

inescapable and inconvenient: what The North was doing was

the cause of the problems. Furthermore, it was now affecting

The North’s sibling, The South, and their Father too. The North

realised things had to change…

 

Quite how this particular interpretation of the story ends

remains to be seen! However, it remains at the heart of
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In our situations today, stereotyping has been the norm in

oppressing and discriminating people. Gender stereotypes,

racial stereotypes, caste stereotypes etc, have been deploring

and are not allowing our communities to transform. Mission

today therefore is to break open the stereotypes in our

communities and provide a space for the people to be

empowered and liberated. Dalits today are stereotyped that

they have to perform their traditional caste jobs of manual

scavenging, leather works etc. and are forced into it. And any

affirmative actions like reservations are provided to Dalits;

immediately there is a hue and cry that merit should be the

norm of the day. Mission engagements therefore are to break

such norms and stereotypes and pave the way for

transformation in our communities.

 

Mission as Breaking the Grounds of Complacency

To the audience of John, Jesus was already introduced as living

waters and when they heard at the end from the Cross that

Jesus thirsts, they would have been perplexed. Can a living

spring be drained out? Can perennial waters dry away? Can the

living Spirit of God, which hovered on the waters at the time of

creation, shout for a drink? Can the creator of waters thirst?

These would have been some of the questions that emerged to

the audience of John as they read out that Jesus thirsts. But

such a shout from the perspective of Jesus was to express that

he is not complacent. A living spring can certainly dry up for

reasons known and therefore cries out to quench his thirst. If

Jesus had been complacent thinking that there is no need of a

pain or a thirst, his incarnation as flesh would be put to risk. On

the contrary Jesus expressed his need and countered the very

idea of being complacent. Neither the sour vinegar offered by

the crowd around the Cross nor the tears of heaven could

quench Jesus’ thirst, which very well explains the breaking of

complacency by Jesus on the Cross. Jesus died on the Cross

thirsty.

Jesus  sa i d  ' I  Th i r s t '
Jesus’ fifth word on the Cross, and the second word as

recorded by John is to express that he is physically drained out

and is need of a drink. This word follows after Jesus’

affirmation of men and women in partnership for mission from

the words he spoke to his mother and disciple (John 19: 26 &

27) After bridging the gap between woman and man in the

mission of God, Jesus as he says that he thirsts, he tries to

bridge the gap between divinity and humanity within him. Of

the seven words from the Cross, this fifth word of Jesus is the

sole expression of his physical need that he thirsts. The

missiological relevance of this word of Jesus to us today in our

contexts is discussed here.

 

Mission as Breaking the Grounds of Stereotypes

Jesus’ word on the Cross that he thirsts projects a different

Jesus to the audience of John. This first century audience to

whom John wrote his gospel knew Jesus as ‘Logos’, who

became flesh and dwelled among them. John further

introduced Jesus to his audience as living water, as living

bread, as life, as truth, as way, as resurrection as light, as door

etc. metaphors, which emphasized Jesus to be the divine son

of God. In the context of Gnosticism, to which John addresses

his gospel, divine was understood in the parameters of being

far away from all physical pain and needs. Towards the end of

his gospel, when John records Jesus’ physical need of being

thirsty, he provides a lead in breaking the grounds of

stereotype that Jesus was above the physical need. The divine

Logos crying out for a drink or water was path breaking in the

perception about Jesus that his dying on the Cross was in pain

and was real. This shout for a drink bridges the gap between

the divine Logos and human Jesus.
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In our situations today, complacency has been the greatest

ploy to which humanity is caught up with. Complacency

breeds greed and greed breeds corruption and corruption

breeds contempt. The very act of sharing and caring is

countered by being complacent. Selfishness is the other

expression of complacency, which is against the spirit of

community living. Mission today is to break down the grounds

of complacency, which is highly rampant in our societies.

Churches today have become very comfortable in their arm

chaired theologies and ideologies and are complacent with

their properties and salvations. By being complacent the

churches are unable to listen to those voices of needs that are

expressed from within and from outside the vicinities of the

Churches. Mission calls for a repentance from all of us for being

complacent and selfish. 

 

Mission as Breaking the Grounds of Thirstiness

Jesus’ saying he thirsts certainly is in resonance with those

thirsty across the nations and across the histories. At this point

Jesus happens to be like a dry riverbed asking people around

and God to quench his thirst. Jesus, who was a perennial

stream of living waters, watered all his life, quenched the thirst

of several people, was split into several tributaries and turned

several deserted lives into green pastures is now thirsty. A large

variety of species of flora and fauna took life from Jesus the

living waters. Due to human errors, especially errors based on

greed and power, the living water took on the pollution and

other waste onto him. As a result the living waters had to be

put on the Cross and hangs there as a dry river, without a drop

of water in him. So from the Cross, Jesus cries out that he

thirsts. Jesus’ thirstiness is a solidarity cry with all those dry

rivers, with all those waterless lives, with all those that are

thirsty for life and with all those that are enduring drought and

awaiting some showers in their lives.  Thirstiness echoes the cry

of death on one hand, and on the other it is the cry of those

struggling to live. It is also a cry calling for affirmative action in

quenching that thirst. Jesus when he says that he thirsts, he is

warning death and drought that they will be defeated soon for

showers of new life are to rain. Jesus when he says he thirsts, it

is a call on the creatures in this creation to repent for such a

thirst created by them and calls on to intervene and quench

the thirst. Jesus breaks the grounds of thirstiness by his saying

‘I thirst.’
 

In our situations today, when the whole creation is groaning in

pains of thirstiness, awaiting life, this saying of Jesus

challenges us to address thirst and those that are thirsty. When

one billion people across the globe do not have access to safe

drinking water, their cry of thirstiness is a challenge for the

Church to address. Several rivers are drying up due to the

increase in the temperatures in the climate, excess turbidity,

increase of nitrogen pollutants, decrease in oxygen levels are

all looming facts in the increase of thirstiness. Mission today is

to engage in breaking such grounds of thirstiness by protecting

our creation. On the other hand, lack of access to water for

Dalits in India is still a reality, for caste people think Dalits

pollute their drinking waters. They cry out, “We thirst.” Who

shall quench their thirst? Mission today is to repent for our

human errors, which have caused to the creation, which are

beyond repair. On the 22nd March, let us call to observe World

Water Day, let us repent of our callous attitudes towards

creation and let us pledge to safeguard our nature and let us

strive to provide access of safe and protected water to those

that are in thirstiness.
 

To quench the thirst of Jesus and those that are thirsty around

the world, let justice flows down like a never-ending stream, so

clear, so pure and life giving. May we become the tributaries of

justice and life to all those that are groaning in thirstiness.

Jesus died thirsty, and many people are dying out of thirst, let

us awake to be the showers of life. For the healing of nations,

let us all become the waters of healing!May God bless our

initiatives for water justice and let justice roll down like waters,

let righteousness flow like a never ending stream!
 

Rev Raj Patta is a presbyter in the United Stockport Circuit.
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even the smaller choices of our daily lives we have a

responsibility to be aware and to reflect on how we are living

out, and embodying, our faith. 

 

We are ever increasingly aware that we live in this world which

is fractured, broken and damaged, polluted and straining with

the effects of climate change. As the body of Christ in today's

world, we are not disconnected from the struggle and pain of

the brokenness of the world. The image of the body of Christ

given to us in the teachings of St Paul reminds us of how when

one part of the body of Christ suffers, the whole body suffers.

As Christians we are not just to ignore the struggles and

suffering of those across the world, but we are to share in the

compassion of God and we do this with our prayers and with

our actions.  

 

We are, through Genesis 1, given responsibility for creation.

How can we share in the responsibility of sharing in the pain of

this world but also in rebuilding and healing this world?

 

Being aware of the purpose we were created for, that of

relationship with God, with other human beings and with the

created order and also with an awareness that we have been

given responsibility which means we also share in the worlds

struggles and suffering, what then might this all mean for the

season of Lent? 

 

Reimagining

What if we dream some dreams for the world, what would the

world look like? How would our world look if it was perfect,

without any problems. What would it look like through God’s

eyes? What are the small steps we can share in to seek to build

God’s kingdom here on earth? 

 

This Lent we take time to slow down and re-centre our lives on

the God who creates and re-creates. God who made us for

relationship and invites us to share in life giving relationships

Created  for
Relat ionsh i p

Right at the start of our scriptures in Genesis 1 we read how we

as human beings, are created in God’s image to live in

relationships, to be interconnected. This is what we are created

for, to live in relationship with God, with other human beings

but also with this wonderful world that God the creator gave as

a gift to us, to love and to steward. This relationship is one that

is loving since God is full of love, creative since God is full of

creativity and invites us to share in this but also one of

responsibility. Sometimes we can shy away from responsibility

in our world today, we like to remember our rights but our

responsibilities are harder work. In Genesis 1:28  though we see

how God places us having “dominion over the fish of the sea

and over the birds of the air and over every living thing that

moves upon the earth.” 

 

Given responsibility 

This Lent we are being invited to reflect upon our relationship

with the natural world and the wider world. God in Genesis 1:28

placed us as human beings as having control over the natural

world, and gave us authority to care for the world, which God

so loves. This is a place of privilege, we are blessed by God’s

world each day and each day we are impacted by the world. As

we slow down this Lent, how can we fully appreciate how we

are impacted by the diversity of the world around us each day

both locally and globally?

 

Think about how your life even today has been touched by the

wider world. You might like to start by reflecting on the clothes

you are wearing, the shoes you have worn- where were they

made? What about the food and drink you have eaten today?

The challenge for us might be ‘have we treated the world fairly,

what has our impact been through our ethical choices on the

carbon footprint and climate of the world?’ See how through
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for the all of creation. God who gives us a responsibility of

watching over each other, that all might flourish. What do we

need to do, say or be that we and others can flourish and the

world can more fuller be all that God made it to be? Imagine

what could this be for you, for God longs for us to share in the

hopes and dreams of the kingdom. 

 

How can you respond? Perhaps this Lent in slowing down we

might want to think about buying food from sustainable

sources or using our cars less. Perhaps in slowing down we can

be more appreciative of all that God gives to us in the world.

 

Rev Karen Hilsden is a presbyter in the Ashton-under-Lyne

Circuit
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culture of consumerism is driven on the very value of profit,

which makes the rich richer and the poor poorer and has no

concern to the holistic good of the society. 

 

Jesus made use of local recipes

When the disciples were more concerned about the cost of the

food to be served, Jesus then enquired, “How many loaves have

you? Go and see.” The disciples found they had five loaves of

bread and two fish. Jesus to feed the five thousand made use

of the local recipes to feed the five thousand, the bread and

the fish, which were the local staple foods. 

 

Jesus organised the people into groups 

Jesus then commanded the people to be organised into groups

by hundreds and fifties on the green grass, so that the food will

be served equally, probably meeting the needs of the children

and women with a preferential option. 

 

Jesus broke the loaves and divided the fish

Jesus then took the loaves of bread and fish and looked up to

heavens seeking the help of God, the baker of bread and the

maker of fish, so that these local recipes would be shared

among all the people. Jesus did this to share among all with

what they have, with the available local resources. 

 

Jesus ordered the disciples to collect the remains

Jesus asked the disciples to collect the remains, which they

did, and collected it in twelve baskets. This is to teach people

there not to waste and to eat according to the need and not

according to the greed.

 

In our times today we as Church need to teach our

congregations on food management, food sovereignty, food

security, to share, to remind our people to be conscious of the

people in need and to make use of the local recipes and  

The  Bread  o f  L i f e  and
the  Breadle s s  l i f e

India is home to the largest number of hungry people in the

world, accounting for more than 20% of the total. (Times of

India, 2008) With the rise of inflation in the economy and with

the adverse effects of climate change now being realized, food

crisis has been a grave need for our times. The ratio of the food

production and food consumption in India has been so glaring

that the food produced is not enough to satisfy the needs of

the common people. On the contrary huge amounts of food

grains are exported, which is part of the globalisation

technique incorporated into developing countries. Therefore,

the old famous saying once again comes to the forefront, ‘India

has enough for its needs not for its greed’. With the greed of

the few rich people increasing, the needs of the common

people are not met. Local foods are now replaced with fast

food and tin goods that are imported. What is the way out in

the context of food crisis?

 

Jesus Christ in his times addressed food crisis, which has

relevance for our times also. Jesus started preaching to the

huge crowds that have been gathered near the shore, and had

compassion for the people for they were like sheep without

shepherd, and began to teach several things. And when it grew

late, his disciples informed Jesus to send people away to buy

and eat their own food, for it was a lonely place. But Jesus

immediately was conscious of their needs and attempted to

solve the hunger of those people then and there.

 

Jesus critiqued the culture of consumerism

When Jesus said to his disciples to give them something to eat,

his disciples immediately replied, ‘are we to buy two hundred

denarii’s worth bread and give it to them to eat?’ Jesus, by

feeding the five thousand, critiqued the culture of

consumerism, where buying from outside is its norm. The 
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resources to combat food crisis. Time and again our churches

have romanticised this passage and have described bread and

fish as spiritual food to be given to all people around, and have

least been bothered about the needs of those people who are

hungry and without food. It is said that “the Bible is not a cake

to be taken on occasions but is a bread that is to be eaten

daily”, and it is easy to be self-content with such reading of

Bible every day, without living according to it. When we pray

“Give us today our daily bread”, this prayer reminds us that we

need to be conscious to the needs of those without bread and

food, and our prayer needs to be translated into actions. Let us

all strive to make our ‘bread of life’ more relevant by sharing

food with those that are hungry.

 

Rev Raj Patta is a presbyter in the United Stockport Circuit.

A L i turg i cal
Perspec t i v e  on  Cl imate

Change
 With the news we’re hearing about climate change at the moment,

it’s quite easy to feel hopeless about the situation, and not without

good reason: unless sharp reductions in emissions are made within

the next few decades, we face the very real possibility that the

consequences of climate change will be catastrophic. Already, we

can see melting ice, rising sea levels, and devastating heatwaves.

Many scientists are suggesting that we have already reached a point

– or certainly will do soon – where the total temperature increase can

no longer be limited to a comparatively ‘safe’ level. The sense of

hopelessness that these stark facts often cause has raised several

questions for me over the last few months. In particular, I have been

wondering how theology might speak to what is ostensibly a

scientific problem. How should climate change be understood

theologically when preventative action may no longer be possible?

How might we find hope, even in an apparently hopeless situation?

 

As I have been exploring these questions, I have found some

particularly helpful insights in the Eastern Orthodox tradition.

Alexander Schmemann, an Orthodox theologian and priest

suggests that we must understand the world as “eucharistic”

and “sacramental”. By this he means that all created things

have been given to us by God so that we can know and live in

communion with God. He argues that we have failed to

understand the world in this way, instead regarding it only in

terms of how it can be used to fulfil our needs and materialistic

desires. According to Schmemann, this is original sin. This

shows us that climate change is a profoundly moral issue. This

morality is not just about whether we do our recycling or take

public transport instead of driving (though we definitely

should if possible!), but a much more fundamental issue of the

way that we view the relationship between ourselves and the

earth.
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give, is part of what it means to recognise the sacramentality of

all living things in a restored relationship with the rest of

creation. However, we know that this kind of individual action,

while important, is not enough to effect the kind of systemic

change that we need, and this is why we need a greater sense

of hope. This hope serves as a reminder that our current

situation is not normal or inevitable, but that there is hope and

potential for change.

 

This reflection was written by Liz Marsh, and it was first

published by The Student Christian Movement (SCM) in June

2019.

If climate change is a problem of our relationship to the earth,

then the question is how this relationship might be restored.

Can we ever be reconciled with the rest of creation and where

can we find hope about the situation of climate change?

 

As an Anglican, I decided to look back at some theologians

from my own tradition to answer this question. Rowan

Williams, for example, argues that, when we take part in the

Eucharist, we are not only participating in a ritual, but are

actually transformed. We move from what he describes as a

“pre-sacramental state”, in which we are uncertain about the

God’s promise of provision, into a “sacramental” one, where our

solidarity with God, each other, and the earth is renewed. In

this new “sacramental” state we are assured that God can

provide for our needs, and our renewed solidarity with the

earth and each other encourages us to live in greater harmony

with the rest of creation. In this way, our previously sinful

relationship with the earth is restored and forgiven, though

this is not a once-for-all event, but instead happens each time

we receive the Eucharist.

 

And what about the hope I mentioned earlier? The Eucharist not

only looks back to Christ’s death and resurrection, or at our sin in the

present, but also forward to the future. As we are transformed in the

Eucharist, and our relationship to the earth is restored, we are also

sent out into the world to witness to this transformation. There is

already a hope implicit in this, but that hope is incomplete, because

the transformation of our relationship with the earth does not itself

mean that climate change will be stopped or reversed.

 

So where does our hope come from? The Eucharist points us

forward to the end of time, when creation will be restored. This

is not just meant to comfort us, or make us complacent about

the very real and serious problem of climate change, nor to

excuse unsustainable ways of living. Living sustainably, and in a

way that does not demand from the earth more than it can 


